Abstract. Most metric learning methods are characterized by diverse loss functions and projection methods, which naturally begs the question: is there a wider framework that can generalize many of these methods? In addition, ever persistent issues are those of scalability to large data sets and the question of kernelizability. We propose a unified approach to Mahalanobis metric learning: an online regularized metric learning algorithm based on the ideas of composite objective mirror descent (comid). The metric learning problem is formulated as a regularized positive semidefinite matrix learning problem, whose update rules can be derived using the comid framework. This approach aims to be scalable, kernelizable, and admissible to many different types of Bregman and loss functions, which allows for the tailoring of several different classes of algorithms. The most novel contribution is the use of the trace norm, which yields a sparse metric in its eigenspectrum, thus simultaneously performing feature selection along with metric learning.
Introduction
The concept of similarity, or metric, is central to many well-known algorithms such as k-means clustering [1] , k-nearest neighbors [2] , multi-dimensional scaling [3] and semi-supervised clustering [4] . While there are many approaches to metric learning, a large body of work is focussed on learning the Mahalanobis distance, which amounts to learning a feature-space transformation and computing the distance in the transformed space. Among these approaches are the work of Xing et al., [5] , the large-margin nearest neighbor (LMNN) algorithm [6] , information-theoretic metric learning (ITML) [7] and BoostMetric [8] . In addition to the batch approaches above, online algorithms such the pseudo-metric online learning algorithm (POLA) [9] have also been developed. These approaches have been applied successfully to a diverse range of real-world applications such as face verification [10] and road-lane detection [4] .
The goal of a metric learning approach is to learn a distance function, typically from additional information about the data set. In the supervised and semi-supervised classification setting, the notion of similarity or dissimilarity can be inferred from the class information available from the labels. Thus, if two data points are in the same class, they are assumed to be similar to each other, while two points in different classes are assumed to be dissimilar. The learned metric should ensure that distance between dissimilar points is larger than distance between similar points. Such a metric, can then be used different semi-supervised and unsupervised learning methods such as k-means clustering.
In this work, we consider the Mahalanobis metric learning problem applied to k-nearest neighbors classification. The Mahalanobis metric is a distance function we learn that is of the form d(x, z) = Lx − Lz 2 . Thus, we hope to learn a transformation of the data L that separates dissimilar points and brings similar points closer, and we measure distance in this transformed space.
For the remainder of this section, we discuss the problem setting and in Section 2, we introduce composite mirror descent for metric learning. We derive the general update rules, and discuss their implementation details from the perspective of efficiency in Sections 3 and 4. The kernel version of this approach is introduced in Section 5. This method is closely related to several other wellknown metric learning approaches and this aspect is discussed in Section 6. In Section 7, we compare the mirror descent approach with some well-known metric learning methods on different data sets, and conclude in Section 8.
Problem Setting
We wish to learn a Mahalanobis metric d(x, z) over a feature space X ⊆ R n . The metric is a distance function that is used to measure similarity between two instances x and z in feature space and satisfies three conditions: d(x, z) ≥ 0 (nonnegativity), d(x, z) = d(z, x) (symmetry), and d(x, z) ≥ d(x, w) + d(w, z) (sub-additivity). We formulate the problem in the spirit of Shalev-Shwartz et al., [9] , where the goal is to incrementally learn a metric, given triplets of the form (x t , z t , y t ) T t=1 . The label y t = 1 indicates that training point x t is similar to z t and y = −1 indicates dissimilarity.
The metric we learn is of the form
is a linear transformation. Since learning this metric directly is difficult owing to non-convexity, we consider instead:
with M ∈ S n + , the cone of positive semi-definite (psd) matrices. Given T labeled pairs of points (x t , z t , y t ) T t=1 , we learn (M, µ) such that similar points are transformed to be closer to each other, which dissimilar points are transformed to be farther from each other. This condition can be formulated via the constraints
which can be written simply as
Note that we cannot have µ < 1 as it implies via the constraints (2) that the distance is negative. We define the margin function for a pair of instances x t and z t , given a label y t , as
This lets us define several loss functions, for instance, the hinge-loss: ℓ t (M, µ) = max{ 0, 1−m(x t , z t , y t ) }. The behavior of such loss functions can be observed in the one-dimensional example in Figure 1 . When points z near x = −0.5 are labeled similar (Figure 1, left) , and their distance measured through the metric M is under the threshold µ, the loss is zero or small. Similarly labeled points z that are far away from x = −0.5 are penalized, with the penalty increasing with the distance. In contrast, dissimilarly labeled points near x = −0.5 suffer a high loss (Figure 1, right) , while those that are sufficiently far away according to the threshold µ are not penalized. It should be noted that µ controls the width of sensitivity around x. Loss functions are discussed further in Section 2.1. In addition to learning a metric that minimizes this notion of loss, we also incorporate regularization into the problem so that the resulting metric has sparsity. It is well-known that ℓ 1 -regularization yields sparse solutions [11] ; analogously, minimizing the trace-norm of M i.e., the sum of the singular values of M yields sparsity in the spectrum of M , thus minimizing the rank of M [12] . Given T samples, the overall problem is one of regularized loss minimization, which leads to an optimization problem of the form
where the loss function ℓ t : S n + × R → R and the regularization function r : S n + → R are both convex and ρ ∈ R + is the regularization parameter. Note that the minimization step in (4) contains a matrix projection into S n + , which is a consequence of constraining M 0, and a scalar projection of µ ≥ 1. Before describing the proposed approach, we introduce some notation.
Notation and Background
Scalars are denoted in lower-case (µ), vectors in bold face (v), and matrices in upper case (M ). The vector e denotes a vector of ones, while I denotes the identity matrix, with the dimension of either being apparent from the context. The inner product of matrices X and Y is defined as using the trace: X, Y = tr X ′ Y . We can also compute matrix gradients; one particularly useful definition is ∇ X X, Y = Y . We write the singular value decomposition of X = U ΣV , while for symmetric matrices, we can write X = V ΛV ′ . Matrix functions f (X) (e.g., exp X, log X) can be computed via the eigen-decomposition of X, that is,
The Frobenius norm of X is denoted X F = X, X ; the trace norm of X is denoted X = e ′ σ, where σ are the singular values of X. For symmetric matrices, X = e ′ |λ|, where λ are the eigenvalues of X. The Bregman divergence [13] with respect to a strictly convex function ψ is defined as
is a Bregman function which induces the squared-Euclidean norm,
. This definition can naturally be extended to convex functions defined over matrices i.e.,
Mirror Descent for Metric Learning
The mirror descent algorithm [14] is an iterative proximal-gradient method for minimizing a convex function, φ : Ω → R. Based on this approach, an update in the online setting, with function φ t is
Recently, Duchi et al., [15] generalized mirror descent to the case where the functions φ t = ℓ t + r are composite, consisting of loss and regularization terms:
The subtle, yet significant difference between (5) and (6) is that the entire composite function φ t is not linearized. Rather, only ℓ t is linearized; this leads to the composite mirror descent algorithm (comid). The reason for partial linearization is because general mirror descent applied to ℓ 1 -regularization does not lead to sparse updates, whereas the comid update does. We utilize the framework of Duchi et al., to formulate metric learning as an online problem. However, we compute matrix update rules directly rather than derive passive-aggressive-like online updates of [9] . The goal is to optimize the objective (4) in an online manner i.e., at each iteration t = 1, . . . , T , the algorithm receives a labeled pair of points (x t , z t , y t ), which has an associated loss function ℓ t (M, µ), and the estimates M t+1 and µ t+1 are calculated using a composite mirror descent update rule. Since we are interested in sparse updates as well, we use the trace norm, M , the effect of which is controlled via a regularization parameter ρ > 0. We derive generalized update rules for a general loss function and Bregman divergence. At each step, we compute updates given a learning rate η > 0, and regularization parameter ρ > 0 according to
This metric learning formulation 1 has several advantages:
1. General framework. Different classes of algorithms can be designed based on different Bregman and loss functions. For example, using the Euclidean distance as the Bregman function produces additive updates, while using relative entropy produces multiplicative updates. 2. Scalable to large data sets. As we show below, the matrix updates involve the computation of a rank-1 update to the current eigendecomposition of M , which is highly efficient. Furthermore, the rank-one eigen-update scheme discussed here is embarrassingly parallelizable. 3. Trace-norm regularization produces sparse metric. The trace-norm regularization ensures that at each step, the updated M = L ′ L is sparse in its spectrum of singular/eigenvalues. The trace-norm, like the ℓ 1 norm, introduces sparsity into the eigenvalues of M . The solution typically has r < n non-zero eigenvalues:L = V r Λ r V ′ r and the approach performs inputspace feature selection. 4. Theoretical regret guarantees. In the online optimization setting, for a strongly-convex Bregman function B ψ and a Lipschitz continuous loss function ℓ t , comid has O( √ T ) regret [15] . Furthermore, strong convexity of the composite function ensures O(log T ) regret. 5. Kernelizable for nonlinear metric learning. Many existing distance learning methods are not intuitively kernelizable. Recently, Chatpatanasiri et al., [16] showed various techniques of kernelizing some popular metric learning approaches. Their results are easily extended to this approach in order to learn nonlinear metrics.
Loss Functions
Recall that the margin for a labeled pair of points (x t , z t , y t ) is defined as
, with u t = x t −z t . When a pair (x t , z t ) are similar with y t = 1, any loss function should produce zero (or small loss) if the distance according to the learned metric is less than a threshold i.e., tr M u t u ′ t ≤ µ. For dissimilar points (y t = −1), when tr M u t u ′ t ≤ µ, the loss suffered is higher. Many such loss functions can be used with the update rules (7) (8) . Table 1 and Figure 1 show some common loss functions. It is interesting to note that all the loss functions in Table 1 have gradients of the form αuu ′ . As we show in Section 4, we can exploit this fact to implement update rules more efficiently. Table 1 . Examples of some loss functions, and their gradients with respect to M and µ. For a pair of instances, ut = xt − zt, and mt(ut; M, µ) = yt(µ − tr M utu ′ t ).
Bregman Divergences
Bregman divergences have been extensively studied in literature; see, for instance, Censor and Zenios [17] . The strong convexity of Schatten and entropic matrix functions, which we use here, was recently established by Kakade et al., [18] . Slightly abusing notation, we use B ψ (·, ·) for both scalars and matrices.
The squared p-norms ψ(x) = 1 2 x 2 p are strongly convex and induce Bregman divergences. For a matrix X, the definition can be extended to Schatten p-norms [19] , a family of unitary norms defined by applying the p-norm to its singular values:
for scalars, and the squared-Frobenius distance i.e., B ψ (X, Z) =
For a matrix X, if λ i is the i-th eigenvalue, the Bregman function can be analogously extended:
3 Deriving Update Rules for M t+1 and µ t+1
The update rule (7) can be broken down into two separate updates:
The gradient condition of (9): 0 ∈ ∇ψ(M t+
, which can be used to solve (10) . The latter is closely related to the trace-norm minimization problem, which was solved by Cai et al., [20] :
Cai et al., showed that when ψ(X) = 1 2 X 2 F , the optimal solution to (11) is Σ τ (Y ), where Σ τ is the singular-value thresholding/shrinkage operator. For X ∈ R m×n , with SVD X = U diag(σ) V ′ , the singular-value shrinkage operator is defined as
Thus, Σ τ shrinks all singular values by τ > 0, and cuts off those below the specified threshold to zero i.e., those σ i ≤ τ . This problem (10) differs from (11) in two key ways: -The solution is derived for X, Y ∈ R m×n , and assumes unitarily invariant Bregman functions ψ(X). It relies on an elegant result by Lewis [21] that shows that for a unitarily invariant matrix function ψ(X) (i.e., ψ(P XQ) = ψ(X), for any P , Q unitary), the subdifferential can be calculated as ∇ψ(X) = U diag(∇ψ(σ)) V ′ . However, all Bregman functions are not unitarily invariant 2 , and consequently, it is not possible to characterize the subgradients in our general case. Fortunately, we are interested in symmetric X ∈ S n + , and in these cases, an analogous result by Lewis [22] 
The symmetry of X ensures that ψ(X) are orthogonally invariant (i.e., ψ(QXQ ′ ) = ψ(X), for any orthogonal Q). -No positivity constraints X 0 are imposed in (11) . In our case, since X is a pseudo-metric, we need to ensure that it is positive semidefinite. As we show below, we can derive a closed-form solution, taking into account that X 0, using the modified eigenvalue thresholding operator,
ensuring that all eigenvalues below the threshold τ are cut off, including all negative eigenvalues. Proposition 1. The optimal solution to (10) is given by
where ∇ψ(M t+
Note here that the computation of ∇ψ(M t+ 1 2 ) involves a symmetric rank-one update because the gradient of the loss function ∇ M ℓ t is a rank-one matrix (see Table 1 ). The update essentially consists of computing a symmetric rank-one update to the current eigendecomposition of the pseudo-metric and then cutting off all eigenvalues < ηρ. We discuss this step further in Section 4. Finally, a closed-form update can be derived for µ t+1 as well, from the formulation (8) . In this case, the intermediate solution µ t+ 1 2 is projected onto µ ≥ 1.
Proposition 2. The optimal solution to (8) is given by
4 Implementing Update Rules for M t+1
At the t-th iteration, with From Table 1 , we observe that the gradient of the loss function is generally of the form ℓ t = αu t u ′ t , where u t = x t − z t . The first two steps constitute a rank-one update of the eigendecomposition at the current iteration, which is the most expensive step. While there are several well-known approaches (power iteration, Lanczos, QR + Householder; see [23] ), we discuss a different approach that exploits the the eigenvalue interlacing property [23, Chapter 8] (Figure 2 , left) to significantly improve efficiency.
If M t = V diag(λ) V ′ , with eigenvalues λ 1 ≤ . . . ≤ λ n , then a symmetric rank-one update is M t+1 = M t + αuu ′ , with M t+1 = W diag(µ) W ′ , and eigenvalues µ 1 ≤ . . . ≤ µ n . The eigenvalues are related by the secular equation
and the eigenvalues interlace i.e., if α > 0,
The eigenvectors can also be easily updated as
where w i and v i are the i-th columns of W and V respectively. Now, since we know that the i-th eigenvalue of M t+1 , µ i ∈ (λ i , λ i+1 ), for α > 0 (and µ i ∈ (λ i−1 , λ i ), for α < 0) any root-finding method such as Newton-Raphson safeguarded with bisection search can be used to find µ i . Another consequence of interlacing is that if λ i = λ i+1 = . . . = λ i+k = λ, i.e., there are k repeated eigenvalues, then we can avoid the computation of k − 1 eigenvalues (and eigenvectors) in the update since µ i = µ i+1 = . . . = µ i+k−1 = λ as well. This is particularly suitable for our purposes since we seek to introduce more zero eigenvalues into the spectrum of the metric. We discuss some specific details of our implementation:
-Numerical stability. General root-finding approaches introduce numerical instability, which propagates into the computation of the eigenvectors leading to non-orthogonality. This issue is addressed by the rational interpolation approach of Gu and Eisenstat [24] , which we implement. The approach is based on the observation that while Newton's method uses a local linear approximation of the secular equation, since the secular equation is rational, better stability can be obtained through a local rational approximation. -Learning rate. We use an adaptive learning rate, η t = η/ √ t, which gives O( √ T ) regret. The approach requires the user to select the learning rate η and the parameter ρ, which controls the sparsity of the learned metric. -Low Rank Learning. As, the von Neumann divergence is undefined for low-rank matrices, we compute updates using the reduced eigendecomposition, M t =Ṽ tΛtṼ ′ t , whereṼ t andΛ t correspond only to the r non-zero eigenvalues. This is similar to the approach of Kulis et al., [25] for low-rank kernel learning. As a result of applying ∇ψ −1 = exp (·) to the updated eigenvalues in (12) , the smallest eigenvalues in the updated matrix will all be 1, resulting in a full-rank matrix. However, we are still able to perform feature selection in this case by selecting the r largest eigenvalues, similar to feature selection in principal components analysis (PCA). The complete algorithm is described below. let ut = xt − zt, ηt = η/ √ t 6:
Algorithm 1 Mirror Descent for Metric Learning
compute gradients of loss ∇M ℓt = αtutu ′ t and ∇µℓt = −αt (see Table 1)  7: write ∇ψ(Mt) = Vt∇ψ(Λt)V ′ t
8:
compute symmetric rank-one update Vt+1 Λt+1 V
shrink the eigenvalues Mt+1 = Vt+1 ∇ψ
10: margin update µt+1 = max ∇ψ −1 (∇ψ(µt) − η ∇ℓt(Mt, µt)) , 1 11: end for
Kernel MDML
There are two primary approaches to kernelizing metric learning algorithms: one based on the direct application of the kernel trick, and the other based on the application of the Kernel Principal Components Analysis (KPCA) framework [16] . We use the first approach here. Consider the (possibly infinite-dimensional) nonlinear mapping φ : X → F, that maps all data x in the input space X to a high-dimensional feature space F. Associated with this map is a kernel function κ(·, ·) that can compute inner-products in F without explicit transformation. Let X ∈ R ℓ×n denote the matrix of all examples and Φ denote the matrix of corresponding high-dimensional vectors obtained from applying the mapping φ to the data. In feature space, the squared Mahalanobis distance is computed as
This allows us to kernelize the equation above which leads to a metric in the feature space, d κ , expressed in terms of input-space vectors as:
where κ(X, x) is the column of the kernel matrix corresponding to x, and where, with a slight abuse of notation, we have set M = G ′ G. Now, the margin in feature space can be redefined as,
As before, we can define u t = κ(X, x) − κ(X, z). Finally, once the matrix M is learned, the Mahalanobis distance of some test pointx with respect to a data point x can easily be computed as:
Related Work
Prior approaches to learning the Mahalanobis metric include work by Xing et al., [5] , the SVM-based approach of Schultz and Joachims [26] and large-margin nearest neighbors (LMNN) [6] . Davis et al., formulate the metric learning problem as minimizing the Burg divergence subject to similarity constraints, an approach called information theoretic metric learning (ITML) [7] . The BoostMetric approach developed by Shen et al., generalizes the well known AdaBoost algorithm to use a metric as a weak learner rather than a classifier [8] . This results in the optimization of the exponential loss of the margin function, which is solved via coordinate descent. Recently, Guillaumin et al., [27] proposed a metric learning approach that uses logistic regression loss. Many of these algorithms can be viewed as cases of the MDML approach presented here. The MDML approach is also closely related to low rank kernel learning, which was studied by Kulis et al., [25] , where the nearness of kernels is measured using the von Neumann and Burg divergences. There also exist several metric learning approaches such as discriminant adaptive nearest neighbor classification (DANN) [28] , neighborhood components analysis (NCA) [29] and relevant components analysis (RCA) [30] that can perform feature selection, in addition to learning a metric. Other online algorithms for supervised learning of the Mahalanobis metric include the work of ShalevShwartz et al., [9] and Jain et al, [31] . 
Experiments
In this section, we compare the MDML approach with some current metric learning approaches on various data sets. We consider two classes of algorithms: an additive algorithm that arises from using the hinge loss with the Frobenius divergence (MDML H+F) and a multiplicative algorithm that arises from using the logistic loss with the von Neumann divergence (MDML L+V).
Benchmark Data Sets
We consider four well-known batch and online metric learning approaches: LMNN 3 , ITML 4 , BoostMetric 5 and POLA [9] . The latter, as well as the MDML approaches were implemented in MATLAB.
The performance of these methods on six data sets from the UCI repository 6 . The statistics of these data sets are described in Table 2 . All data sets were normalized to zero mean and unit standard deviation. The experimental results are averaged over 10 runs; for each run, the data was split uniformly randomly into training and test sets: 70% was used for training and the remaining 30% was used for testing. The various parameters in ITML, LMNN, MDML H+F and MDML L+V were selected through 10-fold cross validation.
For each data set, we generate triplets and similar/dissimilar pairs for the methods here based on the approach described by Weinberger et al., [6] . To summarize, for each data point x t , k similarly labeled nearest neighbors (targets) and k differently labeled nearest neighbors (impostors) are selected, and triplets are constructed appropriately. We chose k = 3 for the generation of triplets and labeled pairs. Once the models were learned, test data were classified using 3-nearest neighbors classification as well. Figure 3 shows the performance of these approaches with respect to test error and running time.The generalization performance of the MDML approaches is consistently comparable to that of other metric learning approaches. However, the significance of the MDML approaches becomes apparent when considering the running times. BoostMetric is the most expensive approach here, even among the batch approaches, which is not surprising considering it is an ensemble approach. The generalization performance of BoostMetric is good overall, but the performance comes at a significantly higher computational cost. While the MDML approaches outperform the batch methods computationally, they are also faster than POLA, which is an online approach.
We also studied the feature selection performance of the MDML approaches on these benchmark datasets. These results are shown in Figure 4 . While it is clear that increasing values of ρ force more features to zero, it is interesting to note that, in many cases, with an appropriate choice of the learning rate η, it is possible to learn a highly sparse metric whose generalization performance does not degrade significantly. As hoped, the algorithm performs input-space feature selection while learning a pseudo-metric, which can be helpful to practitioners when trying to learn interpretable models. A similar trend is observed when counting the number of eigenvalues that account for 90% of the cumulative energy of the metric. Again, the MDML approaches are able to accumulate more information into a smaller subset of features. While Boostmetric and LMNN are able to perform well by this measure, it should be noted again, that this comes at a higher computational expense.
Digit Recognition
We use the Optical Recognition of Handwritten Digits (optdigits) data set from the UCI repository for these experiments. This 64-dimensional, 10 class data set consists of 3823 training points and 1797 test points. Generating triplets using the approach by Weinberger et al., as described above, results in 34, 407 triplets for training. For the metric learning methods that take labeled pairs, this approach resulted in the generation of 11, 469 similar pairs of data and 11, 469 dissimilar pairs of data. As before, we set k = 3 for both training and testing. Parameters were selected using 5-fold cross validation. The results are summarized in Table 3 .
We compare the different approaches on test error, run time and feature selection. As with the previous benchmark results, LMNN and BoostMetric are able to produce the best models, but again, this comes at the expense of a large computational cost, particularly in the case of BoostMetric. The MDML approaches are able to generalize well overall, but the overall run time for both methods is several orders of magnitude smaller. We also compare the ability to perform feature selection across all the data sets using two measures. Given L = V diag(λ)V ′ , the first measure is simply the number of non-zero eigenvalues of L i.e., λ 0 . The second measure is the number of eigenvalues required to account for 90% of the cumulative energy of the metric. The cumulative energy of the i-th largest eigenvalue is e i = i j=1 λ j . The last column shows the number of features r such that e r ≥ 0.9 n i=1 λ i ; this is used to pick a reduced subset of features during PCA. Both MDML methods are able to perform input space feature selection effectively; for von Neumann, even though a full-rank matrix is learned, we are able to pick a reduced subset because the cumulative energy is concentrated in a few eigenvalues.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented an incremental metric learning approach (MDML) which not only optimizes the notion of loss at every step, but is also regularized. Specifi- cally, we are interested in learning metrics that are sparse in the eigenspectrum, and to this end, the metric learning problem was regularized with the trace norm. This formulation is solved using composite mirror descent and results in a very general framework. Several different types of algorithms can be derived by choosing different loss functions and Bregman functions. Furthermore, the updates result in a symmetric rank-one update at the current step; this can be implemented very efficiently making the approach scalable to large data sets. Preliminary experimental results suggest that the approach performs comparably with current approaches with regard to generalization. However, the ability to learn a metric along with feature selection makes this approach attractive to machine learning practitioners. These proof-of-concept results suggests several exciting directions for future research, some of which are currently under consideration. Given that the updates are embarrassingly parallelizable, an immediate target is the massive data setting, where we need to learn with millions of data points. In addition, the approach is also amenable to the addition of local geometry constraints in order to learn low-dimensional geometry-aware metrics that lead to representable models. Finally, the kernel-MDML approach is a very powerful extension to linear metric learning, with applications in colored dimensionality reduction and manifold alignment.
Proof of Proposition 1
Let A ∈ S 
where ∂ M denotes the set of all subgradients of M and X ⊥ Y denotes X, Y = 0. For an m × n matrix M , with SVD M = U ΣV ′ , the subgradients are given by [32] :
